
Revision Information

Revision date Revision contents

2012-11-01 Initial Version

2013-04-01 Second version- The following modifications are performed.

Changed to enable date transition in the Check availability
screen
Changed the “Set Display” pull down menu position in calendar
screen

Index

Schedule

It is a function to manage the schedule.
Facilities can be also reserved as schedule.
The contents registered in other functions such as ToDo etc., can be displayed in schedule and the task can be managed in parallel
with the daily operations.

Note

Glossary

“intra-mart Accel Platform” is abbreviated as iAP.
“intra-mart Accel Collaboration” is abbreviated as iAC.

Basic version

Use schedule

Register schedule/event

Register a schedule/event.

Schedule
It is the information with date and time. The reservation information of facilities can also be
registered.
Example) Meeting

Event
It is information without time.
Example) Pay day

Facilities are not considered in events.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Schedule” -> “Schedule calendar”, and “Schedule” screen is displayed.
The displayed screen is divided either for a group or for an individual depending on the personal settings.
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2. Click the “Register” link.

3. Enter the required items and click the “Register” button.

<Screen items>

Item Description
Language The display language can be selected for registrant name

or affiliated organization name.
Type Select either schedule or event.
Title Enter the title. It is a mandatory item.

The registered title is displayed on the schedule screen.

Period - Date and Time Enter the period. It is a mandatory item.
Only the date is entered when the selected type is event.
It is registered in the time zone set by personal settings of
iAP if a time zone is not specified.

Period - “Repetition” link Set when periodic schedule is to be registered.
Refer “Specify repetition condition” for the setting method.

Participant Display the participants of schedule screen. It is a
mandatory item.
The participant can be deleted by clicking “x” next to the
participant name.

Participant - “Add users from list”
button

Set all the users displayed in the schedule as participants.

Participant - “Select user” button Search the users to be set as participants from the
‘Search’ screen.

Participant - “Delete all” icon Delete all the set participants.
Facilities Set when facilities are to be reserved.

Facilities can be deleted by clicking “x” next to the facility
name.

Facilities - “Add facility from list”
button

Set to reserve all the facilities displayed in the schedule.
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Facilities - “Select facility” button Search the facility to be reserved from the ‘Search’
screen.

Facilities - “Delete all” icon Delete all the set facilities.
“Check availability of selected
participant and facility” button

Check the availability of participant and facility.
Refer “Check availability” described later to check the
availability.

Description Enter the contents of the schedule.
Location Enter the location.
Attribute Select the type as “Out of office” or “Visitor”.
Notification Set whether the registered schedule is to be notified.
Allow Edit The participants other than the registrant can edit the

created schedule when this checkbox is checked.
Private The contents of the registered schedule can be displayed

only to the participants.
Reminder The registered schedule can be notified in the selected

setting time.
Tag Attach individual tag to the schedule.
Attachment Attach a file to the schedule.

Multiple files can be attached.

“Register” button Register the schedule.

Item Description

Note

Procedure to register file

1. Click the “Add file” button.
2. Select the file to be uploaded.
3. Click “Pause” button to stop file uploading midway.
4. In case the uploaded file is to be deleted, check the checkbox of the file and click

“Delete” button.

Multiple files can be uploaded at the same time.

Note

It can also be registered from the “Register schedule” dialog displayed if drag and drop is
performed on the schedule.
The schedule can be registered easily since the items entered from the normal registration
screen can be narrowed down.

It is possible to switch to the normal registration screen from the “Enter details”
button.

Specify repetition condition

1. Click “Repetition” link in the period and “Repetition condition setting” screen is displayed.

2. Enter the required items and click “OK” button.
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<Screen items>

Item Description
Repeat Specify the repetition cycle.
Period Specify start date and end date to repeat registration.
Time Specify the time of schedule to repeat registration.
Interval (Every week) Specify the number of weeks to repeat registration.

It is displayed only when “Every week” is specified for
repetition.

Day of the week (Every week) In the week specified by the interval (every week), it is
possible to further specify by limiting to the day of the
week.

Repetition standard (Every month) Specify a particular date or a particular day of the week.
It is displayed only when “Every month” is specified for
repetition.

Repetition specification (Every
month)

Specify a particular date when repetition specification is
“Every month” and repetition standard is “Specify date”.
Specify a particular day of the week when repetition
standard is “Specify day of the week”.

Outline Display the set contents.
“OK” button Set the repetition condition in the specified contents.
“Cancel” button Cancel the input contents and close the “Specify

repetition condition” dialog.
“Stop repetition setting” button Clear the set repetition conditions.

Note

The method to edit the schedule for which repetition conditions are set can be selected from the
following types.
Edit by selecting the method to edit.

Edit only this schedule

Re-create from this schedule onwards

Re-create successive schedules
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Check availability

The blank information for a day can be checked based on the entered schedule information.
Set the time zone in which registration is possible while checking the blank information.

1. Click “Check availability of selected participants and facilities” button from check availability.

2. The screen to check availability of participants and facilities is displayed.

<Screen items>
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Item Description

Period Display the date and time to be checked.
Date transition in calendar or transition to next day or
previous day is also possible.

Overall availability Display the time zone which is currently available for
registration from the schedule in which the entered
participants and facilities are set.
Drag and drop the portion displayed in blue color and
transit the time zone.

Schedule information of
participants/facilities

Display the schedule of participants and facilities.

“OK” button The schedule is reflected in the set time zone.
“Cancel” button Cancel the input contents and close the “Schedule display

setting” dialog.

3. Drag and drop the time zone of the registration plan displayed in overall availability to an arbitrary time zone.

4. Click “OK” button.

Warning

The availability can be checked only on the start date of the schedule.
It cannot be used in case of registering the schedule that extends over a day.

Search and register proposed schedule

The schedule can be registered by searching the proposed date and time.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Schedule” -> “Schedule calendar”, and “Schedule” screen is displayed.
The displayed screen is divided either for a group or for an individual depending on the personal settings.
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2. Click “Search proposed schedule”

3. Enter the required items and click “Search” button.

<Screen items>

Item Description
Proposed period Specify the period to register the schedule. It is a

mandatory item.
A day of the week can be narrowed down and search can
be executed excluding the holidays within the set period.

Time zone Specify the time zone. It is a mandatory item.
Specification extending over a day cannot be performed.

Time zone - “Add time zone” link Add the specified time zone. It is a mandatory item.
It is searched with OR condition when multiple time zones
are specified.
It is registered by the time zone set in personal settings of
iAP if a particular time zone is not specified.

Required time Specify the time required for the schedule. It is a
mandatory item.

Required time - “Display proposed
time” link

Displays proposed time searched from the time zone and
required time.

Participant Specify the participant to be searched. It is a mandatory
item.
The participant can be deleted by clicking “x” next to the
name of the participant.

Participant - “Add users from list”
button

Set all the users displayed in schedule as participants.

Participant - “Select user” button Search the user to be set as participant from the ‘Search’
screen.

Participant - “Delete all” icon Delete all the set participants.
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Facilities Set when facilities are to be specified in search condition.
Facilities can be deleted by clicking “x” next to the name
of the facility.
Multiple conditions can be specified for facilities.
AND condition is used when facilities are included in one
condition.
OR condition is used when facilities are set in multiple
conditions.

Facilities - “Add facility from list”
button

Set all the facilities displayed in the schedule.

Facilities - “Select facility” button Search the facility to be reserved from the ‘Search’
screen.

Facilities - “Delete” icon Delete all the set facilities.
Facilities - “Delete this condition”
link

Delete the condition.

Item Description

4. Select the date and time for registering as schedule from the retrieved date and time.

5. “Register schedule” screen when the condition settings are reflected, is displayed.

Refer or delete Schedule/Event

Refer or delete schedule/event.

Refer schedule/event

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Schedule” -> “Schedule calendar”, and “Schedule” screen is displayed.
The displayed screen is divided either for a group or for an individual depending on the personal settings.
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<Toolbar>

Item Description
“Group (Daily)” icon The schedule of members or facilities for which the display is set, is

displayed on a daily basis.
“Group (Weekly)”
icon

The schedule of members or facilities for which the display is set, is
displayed on a weekly basis.

“Individual (Daily)”
icon

Display the schedule on a daily basis.

“Individual (Weekly)”
icon

Display the schedule on a weekly basis.

“Individual (Monthly)”
icon

Display the schedule on a monthly basis.

“Previous” icon Change the display to previous day in case of daily display.
Change the display to previous week in case of weekly display.
Change the display to previous month in case of monthly display.

“Next” icon Change the display to next day in case of daily display.
Change the display to next week in case of weekly display.
Change the display to next month in case of monthly display.

“Today” icon Calendar of the current day is displayed in case of daily display.
The calendar including the current day is displayed in case of weekly
and monthly display.

“Calendar” icon The calendar of the selected date is displayed in case of daily display.
The calendar including the selected date is displayed in case of
weekly and monthly display.

“Register”
“Register calendar” screen is displayed.

“Search proposed schedule”
“Search proposed schedule” screen is displayed.

“Operation” - “Select the user and facilities to be displayed”
Select the user and facilities to be displayed in calendar from the ‘Search’ screen.

“Operation” - “Select the type of schedule to be displayed”
Set the type of the schedule to be displayed in calendar.
Display/hide or color coding can be set for each type.

“Operation” - “Edit display set”
Change the “Display set” wherein display settings of user and facilities to be displayed,
are saved.

<Calendar>

Item Description
User name/
Facility name

Refer the information of User/facility.
It is displayed only in case of group display.

Schedule “Refer schedule” screen is displayed when schedule bar is clicked.

“Register message memo” icon
“Register message memo” dialog is displayed.
It is displayed only when message memo function is installed.
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“Watch” icon
Watch the schedule of the selected user.
It is displayed only when IMBox function is installed.

Warning

Watch contents are notified to ApplicationBox of IMBox function.

.IMBox function should be installed to receive IMBox messages.

2. Click the schedule/event displayed in the calendar.

3. The registered schedule/event can be referred.

<Screen items>

Item Description
Type Display whether it is schedule or event.
Title Display the title.
Period Display the period and time zone.
Participants Display the participants.
Description Display the description.
Location Display the location.
Attribute Display either “Out of office” or “Visitor” as the

type.
Allow Edit Display the settings to allow the participant to edit.
Public/Private Display the Public/Private settings.
Attachment Display the attached file.

File can be downloaded by clicking the filename.

Tag Display the personal tag attached to the schedule.
Tag - “Edit” link Add/delete personal tag to the schedule.
Reminder Display the reminder settings.
Registrant Display the name of the registrant.
Registered date and time Display the registered date and time.
Updated by Display ‘Updated by’.
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Updated date and time Display the updated date and time.
Item Description

“Edit” button
Display the “Edit Schedule” screen.
It is not displayed if there is no edit authorization for the registered schedule.

“Decline participation” button
Decline the participation in schedule.

“Reminder” button
Add the reminder settings of schedule.
Set the date and time for notification in the displayed dialog box.

“Delete” button
Delete the schedule.
It is not displayed if there is no edit authorization for the registered schedule.

“Copy” button
Display the “Register schedule” screen on which the schedule information being
displayed is copied.

Note

The following operations can be performed for the schedule bar displayed on the schedule
screen.

* Operation is possible only when displayed in Group (Daily), Individual (Daily) and Individual
(Weekly) format.
* Operation can be performed only for the schedules having edit authorization.

Time can be changed by dragging and dropping the bar.

End time can be changed by dragging and dropping the back end of the bar.

Change the information to be displayed on schedule screen

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Schedule” -> “Schedule calendar”, and “Schedule” screen is displayed.
The displayed screen is divided either for a group or for an individual depending on the personal settings.

2. Click “Operation” -> “Select the type of schedule to be displayed”, and “Schedule display settings” dialog is
displayed.
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3. “Uncheck the “Display” checkbox and click the “Save” button.

<Screen items>

Item Description
“Display” checkbox Set the display flag of schedule.
“Color picker” icon Change the display color of schedule.
“Monochrome” icon Set a mononchromatic display color of schedule.
“Gradation” icon Set the display color of schedule to gradation.
Type Display the type of the schedule.
“Save” button Save the display settings of the schedule.
“Cancel” button Cancel the input contents and close the “Schedule display

settings” dialog box.

Note

Refer “Linkage function” described later for event, schedule, ToDo, event
calendar and each external linkage.

4. The information of the checked type is only displayed in the schedule.
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Note

Display color can be changed for each type.
The schedule can be confirmed easily by changing the display color for each type.

Linkage function

Register message memo

Register message memo for the user.
Message memo can be registered when message memo function is installed.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Schedule” -> “Schedule calendar”, and “Schedule” screen is displayed.
The displayed screen is divided either for a group or for an individual according to the personal settings.

2. Click the “Register message memo” icon next to the user name of the user for which message is to be
registered.
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3. Enter the required items and click “Register” button.

<Screen items>

Item Description
Input language Display language of registrant and affiliated organization name

can be selected.
Address Enter the destination user for the message memo. It is a

mandatory item. Click the “Select user” button and select the user
name from the user search screen. Multiple users can be selected.

“Clear” icon Clear the entered address.
Title Enter the title of message memo. It is a mandatory item. If the

standard text for title is set by the administrator, it can be selected
from the list box.

Received date and time Select and enter the date and time when the message was
received. It is a mandatory item. It is registered in the time zone
set by personal settings of iAP if time zone is not specified.

“Clear” icon Clear the entered ‘Received date and time’.
Item Enter the message contents.
Response status Select and enter the response status to ‘message requester’. If the

response status standard text is set by the administrator, it can be
selected from the list box.

Contact information Enter the contact information of ‘message requester’.
“Register” button Register the message memo.
“Cancel” button Cancel the input contents and close the message memo

registration dialog.

Note

The registered message memo can be checked from “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Message
memo” -> “Send”.

Note

Refer “Message memo User Operation Guide” of iAC for message memo details.
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Display event calendar of workspace

The event calendar registered in workspace can be displayed in schedule.
Refer “Change information to be displayed on schedule screen” to switch between Display/Hide.

Note

Refer “Workspace User Operation Guide” of iAC for workspace details.

Display ‘ToDo’

The task registered in ToDo, for which date is specified, can be displayed in schedule.
Refer “Change information to be displayed on schedule screen” to switch between Display/Hide.

Note

Refer “ToDo User Operation Guide” of iAC for ToDo details.

Linkage with Google calendar

The information of Google calendar can be displayed in schedule.
Refer “Change information to be displayed on schedule screen” to switch between Display/Hide.
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Watch user schedule

The schedule of other users can be watched and it can be notified if it is registered or changed.
The notified contents can be checked in ApplicationBox of IMBox function.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Schedule” -> “Schedule calendar”, and “Schedule” screen is displayed.
The displayed screen is divided either for a group or for an individual according to the personal settings.

2. Click “Watch” icon which is next to the user name of the user to be watched.

3. The changes in the schedule of the user to be watched are notified to ApplicationBox of IMBox function.
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Note

Click “Watch” icon again if watch is to be canceled.

Note

Refer “IMBox User Operation Guide” of iAP for IMBox details.

Warning

IMBox function should be installed to use the Watch function.

Personal settings

Set schedule display

Perform the settings related to display of schedule function. Schedule display settings include display settings
and external linkage settings.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Personal setting” -> “Schedule display setting”, and
“Schedule display setting” screen is displayed.
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<Schedule display settings>

Display start time

Set the display start time of schedule.

For example, if display start time is “08:00”, the timeline of schedule is
displayed from 8:00.

Initial display screen(PC)

Set the screen to be displayed initially in case of displaying the schedule on
PC. It can be selected from Group (Daily), Group (Weekly), Individual
(Weekly), Individual (Monthly) and Individual (Daily) screens.

Initial display screen (Smart phone)

Set the screen to be displayed initially in case of displaying the schedule on
smart phone. It can be selected from Group, List and Calendar screens.

Initial notification setting

Set the initial value of “Notification” item on the ‘Register/Edit schedule’ screen.
It can be selected from “Do not notify”, “Notify to participants” and “Include self
in notification destination”

<External linkage settings>

Account registration

Set the account of Google calendar to be displayed in the schedule. It is possible to set up
to 5 accounts.

1. Click the “Account name” link and “Edit External linkage” screen is
displayed.

2. Enter the required items and click “OK” button to register the account.
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3. The account registered on the schedule display settings screen is displayed
and registration is complete when “Save” button is clicked.

“Save” button

It is possible to save the entered schedule display settings.

Note

Enter Google account ('xxx@google.com‘) in “Account” item.

Set proxy to edit schedule

Perform the settings for a proxy to edit the schedule. Set the user who will be allowed to edit ones registered
schedule.

The user for whom proxy is allowed can edit the following schedules.

Schedule registered by the user for whom proxy is allowed
Schedule wherein the user for whom proxy is allowed is included in the participants and
schedule for which “Edit by participant” of that schedule is allowed

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Personal settings” -> “Schedule proxy edit”, and
“Schedule proxy edit settings” screen is displayed.
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<Screen items>

“Add user” button

Add the user who is the proxy editor.

“Remove from list” button

Delete the target user from the list of proxy editors.

Check the checkbox of the user to be deleted and click “Delete from list” button
to delete.

Proxy editor list

Item Description
Name Name of the proxy editor is displayed.
Organization name Name of the organization to which the proxy editor

belongs, is displayed.

2. Click “Add user” button and “Search user” screen is displayed.

3. Search the user, select the target user and click “OK” button.
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4. The user is added to the proxy editor list of “Schedule proxy edit settings” screen and the settings are
complete.

Setting schedule proxy edit(Receive notification)

Schedule proxy edit (Receive notification) settings are the settings to receive the schedule notification of the user
who has assigned the proxy.

Example)

The president of the company sets the secretary to proxy editor. The company president is the user
who has assigned the proxy and the secretary is the proxy user.

The secretary performs the settings in ‘Schedule proxy edit (Receive notification)’ to receive the
schedule notification of the company president.
After the settings, when the schedule of the company president is registered and updated, a notification
mail can be sent and the schedule of the company president can be notified to the secretary.

Note

The proxy user can receive the information of the user who assigned the proxy. On the contrary,
the user who assigned the proxy cannot receive the notification of registration or update of
schedule of the proxy user.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Personal settings” -> “Schedule proxy edit (Receive notification)”, and
“Schedule proxy edit (Receive notification)” screen is displayed.

2. Check the “Notify” checkbox of the delegator for whom notification is to be received and click “Save” button to
save the settings.
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<Screen items>

Delegator user list

Item Description
Name Name of the user for whom login user is assigned as a

proxy is displayed.
Organization name Name of the organization to which the user for whom

login user is assigned as a proxy belongs, is displayed.

“Save” button

The settings to receive the notification are saved.

Setting schedule display set

Perform the settings for schedule display set.

Schedule display set is a function to register user and facilities as one group. It is used by selecting the display
target of schedule.

For example, it is set when the users and facilities that are often referred, are to be grouped.

Multiple schedule display sets can be created.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Personal setting” -> “Schedule display set”, and
“Setting schedule display set” screen is displayed.

<Screen items>

“Add display set” button

Display set is added.

“Delete from list” button

The target display set is deleted from the list.

Check the checkbox of the display set to be deleted and click “Delete from list”
button to delete it.
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Display set list

The name of the display set is displayed.

2. Click “Add display set” button and “Register display set” screen is displayed.

3. Click “Add user/facilities” button, and “Search User/facilities” screen is displayed.

4. Search the user or facility, select the target user or facility and click “OK” button.

5. The display set which is set on “Register display set” screen is added. Register the display set by clicking
“Register” button.
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<Screen items>

Item Description
“Add user/facilities”
button

Click “Add user/facilities” button. “Search User/facilities” screen is
displayed and add the user or facilities.

“Delete from list” button The target user or facility is deleted from the display set details.
Display set name Enter the name of the display set. It is a mandatory item.
Display set details The added user name and organization name, facilities and

facilities category are displayed.
“Register” button Display set is registered.
“Cancel” button Cancel the input contents and close the “Register display set”

dialog.

6. The created display set is displayed in the display set list of “Setting schedule display set” screen and the
settings are complete.

The display set registered in “Display set” of schedule can be used by changing it.

If the display set is not registered, “Display set” pull down menu is not displayed on the
schedule screen.
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